
HOW TO WRITE A PEER REVIEW SUMMARY

When writing a peer review, what should you include--and what should you leave out? This guide Summary of the
research and your overall impression.

However, this is a good example where this cannot be done easily, and Amrhein et al. Here I disagree with
Amrhein et al. It is amazing how vehemently team members can disagree on aspects of a team-writing project.
The parents-to-be ask Efron to tell them the probability that the twins are identical. If you say thank you in the
first sentence and again in the last sentence of your summary or comments, that is sufficient for reviewers to
understand that you appreciate their time and suggestions. Footnotes The twins are both male. Both during and
at the end of the project, if there are any problems, the journal should make that fact very clear and enable a
more equitable balancing of the workload. Because the individual sections will be written by different writers
who are apt to have different writing styles, set up a style guide in which your team members list their
agreements on how things are to be handled in the paper as a whole. Should they be put to a vote? The first
step in reviewing a journal article is to accept the invitation. The bone of contention in the Efron papers and
the critique by Amrhein et al. Several rough drafts are scheduled. I forget about the manuscript and then come
back later for a second reading. So be polite, honest and clear. For discussion of these items, see stylesheets
and style guides. By this point you should already have a good impression of them - if the explicit aims come
as a surprise, then the introduction needs improvement. What's more, you don't then need to read any further.
This may be appropriate but only if authors report on how the image has been edited e. When deciding
whether or not to accept, take into consideration three things: 1 Do you have time to do the review by the
deadline? Obviously, where older research is seminal or where aspects of the methodology rely upon it, then it
is perfectly appropriate for authors to cite some older papers. Use the review to promote your own research or
hypotheses. State what they are and what the severity of their impact is on the paper Has similar work already
been published without the authors acknowledging this? Before you and your team members write the first
rough drafts, you can't expect to anticipate every possible difference in style and format. Accuracy Where a
cited article is central to the author's argument, you should check the accuracy and format of the reference -
and bear in mind different subject areas may use citations differently. If I think favorably of the article and
believe it should be published, I often will write a longer summary, and highlight the strengths of the article.
Statistical analyses will not be sound if methods are not replicable. Further, a sample of size one, especially if
biased, is not a firm basis for inference about a population parameter. Present the most interesting data? Put
the most important information at the top, followed by details and examples in the center, and any additional
points at the very bottom. Are there any ethical issues? When you work as a team, there is always the chance
that one of the team members, for whatever reason, may have more or less than a fair share of the workload.
Download the free English template to help you write a great summary response to reviewers. The tables
turned not long after that when I received my first invitation to peer-review. Don't just give a short, cursory
remark such as 'great, accept'. The parents simply know that the twins are both male. I usually read the article
with a pen in hand so that I can write my thoughts in the margins as I read. If a manuscript only uses half the
citations typical in its field, this may be an indicator that referencing should be improved - but don't be guided
solely by quantity References should be relevant, recent and readily retrievable Balance Check for a
well-balanced list of references that is: Helpful to the reader Fair to competing authors Not over-reliant on
self-citation Gives due recognition to the initial discoveries and related work that led to the work under
assessment You should be able to evaluate whether the article meets the criteria for balanced referencing
without looking up every reference. Excerpt from a style guide for a writing project. If major revisions are
required, try to indicate clearly what they are Are there any major presentational problems? The items listed
represent agreements team writers have made in order to give their paper as much consistency as possible. For
example, it's impossible to argue that there is a conflict in current understanding by referencing articles that
are 10 years old. If you would like to use this as a template for your own responses, be sure to fill in the
important information, such as the manuscript title and ID. You must as a group find a way to revise and edit
the complete rough draft that will make it read consistently so that it won't be so obviously written by three or
four different people.


